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1. lt is spring in Lapland.
growing again. The geese

coming back to
their nests.

The grass
are
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2. Federik lives
{ll on a farm. He helps

his father with the animals.

3. One day
Federik is
walking in
the fields.
He sees
a fox with
a big bird
in its mouth.
The fox
sees
Federik
and
runs away.
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4. Then Federik
hears

a noise. He
finds a nest

on the ground,
with one

little white
chick
in it.

5. He takes the chick home,
and makes a nest for it. He calls the bird, Snowy. [r. ,ttl "" llE irua ttlu a.. rrd



5. All spring and all summer,
Snowy follows Federik
everywhere
he goes.
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grows big. He grows
beautiful snow goose.

Federik loves

V 
bird.

7. ln the autumn, a cold wind is blowing in Lapland. lt starts to snow.
The geese are leaving their nests.

8. One day Snowy goes out into the fields.
flies away.

He opens his wings and
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10. Federik is very sad. He knows the geese cannot stay; the winter is
too cold. But his friend has gone, and he is very unhappy.
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11 . Spring comes again in Lapland. The geese are returning to their
nests.
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13. They want to make their nest
on Federik's farm. Snowy is

home again.
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12. One day Federik wakes up.
He hears a noise. He looks
out of the window.
There are two
snow geese
outside - and one
of them is
s n ow Y ! ..\.n1\\s\sss\s\



READING TASKS :

A.

1. Federik lives in a.

b.

c.

He helps Snowy because a.

b.

c.

Snowy grows up and a.
b.

c.

Snowy leaves because a.
b.

c.

Next spring a.
b.

c.

Africa.
Lapland.
England.
he is a farmer.
he likes foxes.
he is sorry for the chick.
follows Federik everywhere.
is eaten by a fox.
is very unhappy.
he is very unhappy.
all the geese are leaving.
he wants to escape.
Federik finds another chick.
Snowy comes home alone.
Snowy comes home
with another goose.

2.

3.

4.

5.

B.

Which,,:,iS the happiest:momenf irl ffie::::s'tbiy? A B or C?

A B C
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